
Our Freedom



Metadata is the meta issue



We need a new type of platform, 
a protected digital sphere, 
allowing users to:

● Share ideas 

● Exchange value in a secure 
and private manner.



All three are needed, 
yet nobody has even one:

Functionality

Robustness

Performance



Robustness

Performance

All three are needed, yet nobody has even one:

Metadata Shredding

Messaging

Payments

Functionality

Voting



Performance

All three are needed, yet nobody has even one:

Functionality

Robustness

Weak Link Phenomena - Need All Four

2. Resist money attack (proof of stake)

3. Resist sybil attack (think click farm)

4. Resist voting/control attack
(all current polling and blockchains)

1. Quantum resistance/computational attack
(all current blockchains/proof of work)



Performance

All three are needed, yet nobody has even one:

Functionality

Robustness

Theory and Practice

Linear Scalability

100k transactions/sec  





Elixxir’s cMix
The only technology which not only protects the data being sent, but also the metadata.

Secure Election Technology  

Praxxis’ Blockchain and Currency 

Verifiably secure elections using random sample voting and decoy ballots.

The fastest and most secure distributed consensus and privacy-enabled currency.



NodeCon 

Block Producers 

Validators

Fallback  

Compact Endorsement

Payments



A quantum-secure way to initialize the network and establish a secure random seed and 

authenticated channels between all nodes.



A quantum-secure, trustless way to initialize 

the network and establish a secure random 

seed and authenticated channels between      

all nodes.

INSERT CAPTION Physical access granted by proof of previously 

committed key



A quantum-secure, trustless way to initialize 

the network and establish a secure random 

seed and authenticated channels between      

all nodes.

INSERT CAPTION All attendees submit a secret commitment



A quantum-secure, trustless way to initialize 

the network and establish a secure random 

seed and authenticated channels between      

all nodes.
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A quantum-secure, trustless way to initialize 

the network and establish a secure random 

seed and authenticated channels between      

all nodes.



A quantum-secure, trustless way to initialize 

the network and establish a secure random 

seed and authenticated channels between      

all nodes.

Insert video/pic of table here

* should this be snippets of entire 

sequence or intro to the table? *v

Hash function of QR codes determine 

unpredictable sequence of nodes 



Unmanipulatably and unpredictably select a random node to lead each round of consensus.



Unmanipulatably and unpredictably select a random node to lead each round of consensus.

Block leader (first on tape) creates a block



Unmanipulatably and unpredictably select a random node to lead each round of consensus.

Endorsers selected by subsequent values



Unmanipulatably and unpredictably select a random node to lead each round of consensus.

Block leader prepares copies of block



Execute a scalable, optimistic consensus decision by sampling a constant-sized subset of the 

network to verify and endorse each block.



Execute a scalable, optimistic consensus decision by sampling a constant-sized subset of the 

network to verify and endorse each block.

Block leader distributes full copies of blocks to 

endorsers 



Execute a scalable, optimistic consensus decision by sampling a constant-sized subset of the 

network to verify and endorse each block.

Block leader generates block summaries for 

non-endorsers



Execute a scalable, optimistic consensus decision by sampling a constant-sized subset of the 

network to verify and endorse each block.

Sampled endorsers (who receive full-block copies) 

approve block, at least ⅔ of all nodes commit



Efficient fallback mechanism in the event that an optimistic consensus decision fails due to 

significant byzantine behavior.



Efficient fallback mechanism in the event that an optimistic consensus decision fails due to 

significant byzantine behavior.

Optimistic path may be disrupted



Efficient fallback mechanism in the event that an optimistic consensus decision fails due to 

significant byzantine behavior.

A new sample of endorsers is chosen 



Efficient fallback mechanism in the event that an optimistic consensus decision fails due to 

significant byzantine behavior.

Efficiently reach finality and 

a new hash tape created



(1) A coin is created and (2) its value is paid to another user: 

(1a.) Create a random secret pre-image x

that will be the “bearer instrument.”

(1b.) Provide nodes with pre-image x under a 

one-way function f(x) -- along with the funding 

(e.g., say, by defunding another coin w).

(2a.) Payer makes payment by providing the 

pre-image x to the recipient.

(2b.) Nodes verify payment by applying the 

one-way function to x and recovering f(x) .

(2c.) Recipient uses x to fund creation of a 

new coin y.



Single Signature
Message digest must be large enough to be 

unforgeable

Signer divides hashed message into 32 8-bit 
chunks and signs each one with 256 bit hash

Compact Endorsement Signature
The combined size of message digests of the 

group must be large enough to be unforgeable

Each signer creates a separate hash of the 
message and signs 2 8-bit chunks

10011101 00010111 00010101 11000101 01010111 01100101...

= 32 * 256 = 8,196 bits per signature
256 bit hash unforgeable

For 100 endorsers: 8,196 * 100 = 819,600 bits
100 x 256 bit hashes = unforgeable

= 2 * 256 = 512 bits per signature
16 bit hash = forgeable

For 100 endorsers: 512 * 100 = 51,200 bits
100 x 16 bit hashes (with same message) = unforgeable

10011101 00010111 00010101 11000101 01010111 01100101...

Signer 1 Signer 2 Signer 3Signer







http://drive.google.com/file/d/1G3A_Z7TUE_jJpvPx3NwgLfkC7jhhYlq2/view




http://drive.google.com/file/d/1Plsbih9Q_EYZutY-ALPQEyJFoETKaEz4/view


Council of Europe 
World Forum for Democracy 

Team

The Random-Sample-Voting Project ran its first

binding polls (and 4th public trial) at the World 

Forum for Democracy 2017, which was held in     

Strasbourg, France.

http://www.rsvoting.org/
https://www.coe.int/en/web/world-forum-democracy
https://www.coe.int/en/web/world-forum-democracy






● “cMix with large payload: messaging and feeds”

● “Off-chain distributed dapps: secure and easy”

● “Direct democracy for exceptional tracing”

● “Who needs stable coins; a far better alternative”

● “Guerilla democracy: proving a majority would sign on to petition language”

(but no promises here)



Thank You!
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Thank You!


